REPORT OF THE EXPERT COMMITTEE FORMED IN PURSUANCE OF
THE

DIRECTION

OF

THE

HON'BLE

HIGH

COURT

IN

W.P.NO.10098/2008, 2762 & 2839 of 2009.

In pursuance to the directions issued by the Hon'ble Division Bench of High Court,
Madras on 13.10.2009 an Expert Committee has been constituted with the
following members:1

Principal Chief Conservator of Forests and Chief Wildlife Chairman
Warden, Chennai.

2

Chief Conservator of Forests (Tamil Nadu Afforestation Member
Project), O/o. Principal Chief Conservator of Forests,
Chennai.

3

Conservator of Forests, Combatore Circle, Coimbatore

Member

4

Conservator of Forests and Field Director,

Member

Mudumalai Tiger Reserve, Ooty
5

District Forest Officer, Nilgiris North Division, Ooty

Member
Secretary

The terms of reference of the Committee are as follows:1.

Examine

the

above

books

and

study

reports

and

also

other

authenticated/specialized books and documents relating to elephant
corridor, identify the elephant corridor and prepare a detailed report to
be submitted to the Hon'ble High Court, Madras:2.

The books, reports and other particulars referred in the Expert
Committee Report shall be specifically referenced with page numbers.

3.

Enquire Forest officers, tribal and also avail opinion from the experts,
etc., regarding the elephant corridor in the Nilgiris area and specify the
results in the report.

4.

Any other points/suggestions relating to elephant corridor.

It is respectfully submitted that the said Expert committee has visited the
elephant corridor area on 28.10.2009 and 29.10.2009, and enquired the Forest
Department staff, Researchers/Scientists, NGOs, Tribal people who have knowledge
of the area and recorded their observations and suggestion and based on it the
following report is submitted to the Hon'ble High court.

INTRODUCTION:

The Geographical Area – Nilgiris Landscape
The Nilgiri hills lies in the north west corner of the State of Tamilnadu with
Karnataka on the north, Kerala on the west and south west and Coimbatore district
on the east and south east. The Nilgiri hills comprise of a large plateau situated at
the junction of Eastern and Western Ghats and is considered as an extension of the
Mysore plateau which lies in its southern extremity. The Nilgiris comprises of four
well defined ecological regions with distinct climatic conditions.
1.

The Nilgiri plateau

2.

The Segur Plateau

3.

The Nilgiri Wynad and

4.

The South Eastern slopes.
The Nilgiri plateau is the elevated land mass 50 km in length east to west and

20 to 30 km in breadth.

It is narrow in the east and wider towards the west.

Towards north it opens into the Segur plateau which is an extension of Mysore

plateau and has an elevation of about 900 M. The Segur Plateau is located to the
east of Mudumalai Tiger Reserve, which is a part of the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve
(NBR); a globally recognized biodiversity hotspot. Sigur Plateau assumes great
significance for two reasons, first it is the link to the Moyar Valley which acts like a
hub that links three major parts of the Nilgiris Biosphere Reserve. The three parts
are the areas to the north of the Ooty plateau (Mudumalai TR to Nagerhole TR and
beyond), the areas to the south of the Ooty plateau (Coimbatore Division and west
to Silent Valley and Nilambur) and the Eastern Ghats (Sathyamangalam Division,
BRT Sanctuary to Bannergatta NP). The second reason is that this plateau was once
teaming with wildlife which has largely been displaced and decimated by cattle
grazing and other biotic pressures including poaching. The NBR supports the largest
single population of elephants and tigers in India. The Sigur Plateau is also a
significant watershed area for the Cauvery River and its ecological health is
important to all downstream people dependent on the Cauvery.
The Segur plateau is bounded on the east by eastern slopes of the Nilgiri
plateau and a Ghat near the slopes known as Gajalhatty pass was of great strategic
importance during the Mysore wars. Towards the west near Masinagudi the ground
is gently undulating, but near Anaikatti in the eastern side the land becomes
rugged, broken by numerous ravines and slow ridges. The Segur plateau receives
about 600 to 700 mm of rain fall per annum.

Being a rain shadow area the

vegetation comprises of vast stretches of mixed deciduous, dry deciduous, scrub
jungle and forest tract is drained by Moyar, Segur halla and Kedar Halla. In the
west of the Nilgiri plateau lies the Nilgiri Wynad area with elevation of 1500 M and
sloping eastward.

On the north eastern corner of the Nigiri Wynad occurs the

Mudumalai forests and has much higher rainfall of 1200 mm and luxurient

vegetation. The Mudumalai forests are drained by Moyar River, which flows along
the eastern boundary of Mudumalai. The Nilgiri plateau gradually slopes down on
the eastern side towards the plain of Coimbatore and Erode districts.
The Nilgiris district has largely remained unaffected by turmoil of political and
historical events. Development of Nilgiris commenced with the entry of Europeans
and Mr. John Sullivan the Collector of Coimbatore visited it in early 1800s and
developed agriculture, cultivation of vegetables, flowers and fruits. The Mudumalai
Tiger Reserve is a large tract of forests about 321 Sq.km in extent, lies towards the
north west side of Udhagamandalam and has a spectrum of vegetation types
ranging from wet ever green forests to moist deciduous, dry deciduous and scrub
forests. The climatic factors distinctly change from west to east and becoming drier
towards east in the Segur plateau.

Threats to the Landscape
The primary threat to this area comes from the huge biotic pressure (cattle
grazing, fuel wood collection, NTFP collection, etc.) exerted by the ever expanding
human population (Daniel, et al., 1987; page no.117). Silori and Mishra (1995;
page no. 219-230) from the Wildlife Institute of India estimated that 90% of the
population is dependent entirely on forest for firewood; taking out an estimated
1801 tons of firewood from the Sigur Plateau annually. Habitat degradation,
disturbances from human (and cattle) presence in the forests, competition for
scarce resources (water, grass, tree, shelter, etc.) is threatening critical areas for
wildlife and key corridors. Such hindrance to free movement of elephants (and
other wildlife) will increase human-wildlife conflict (Desai, 1991; Baskaran et al.,

1995) while breaking up the uniquely large NBR and human disturbance will render
large areas unusable by wildlife (Desai and Baskaran, 1996).
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As the natural forests habitats of the elephants get increasingly fragmented
due to developmental activities forest corridors are becoming important connecting
strips of forest land critical to the survival of the large and wide ranging species
such as elephants. Corridors are formed as the contiguity of habitats within and
outside forest areas are fragmented by different factors. These corridor patches are
increasingly becoming degraded due to various human disturbances specially
grazing, collection of fire wood and Non Timber Forest Produce. Human activities in
these corridors are having a major impact on forest trees as well as regeneration
and have also resulted in rapid expansion of weeds specially lantana which has
further degraded the habitat quality of the corridors.

Thus forest corridors are

narrow strip of forest connecting two large forest habitats and which facilitates
exchange of gene between population dispersal, access to seasonal forage grounds.
The use of corridors depends on the ranging behaviour of the elephants and the
size of physical features of the corridor. Some species use corridors effectively as
part of ranging activity between habitats.

Several research studies have been

undertaken in the N.B.R. to identify the wildlife corridors and assess their habitat
quality and the intensity of use of these corridors by animal population particularly
the elephants. The impact due to dependence of local people on the corridors and
management measures for maintaining and enhancing the functionality of the
corridor has been well studied.

The Forest Tract
A wide variety of vegetation types can be seen as when one travel from
eastern to western part of the Tiger Reserve. There is a rainfall gradient from east
to west and the change in vegetation is believed to be as result of the spatiotemporal rainfall gradient. The Eastern part of this reserve falls in the rain shadow
region of Western Ghats. This region has got dry thorn forest and the vegetation
type gradually changes from dry thorn forest to dry deciduous, moist deciduous
and a patch of wet evergreen forests on the western part of the reserve.
The vegetation types found in Mudumalai Tiger Reserve are classified
into the following types such as; a) Southern Tropical dry thorn forest, b)
Southern tropical dry deciduous forest, Southern c) Tropical moist
deciduous forest, d) Southern Tropical semi evergreen, e) moist bamboo
brakes and f) Riparian fringing forest (Champion & Seth 1968).

Elephant – Its habitat & population
The largest single population of elephant is found extending from Bramagiri
hills south to the Nilgiri hills and from there east into the eastern Ghats within the
states of Kerala, Tamilnadu and Karnataka.

The habitat of this population is found

over an area of 12000 sq.km. and has minimum population of 6300 elephants
(Sukumar et al., 1998, Asian Elephant Southern in Southern India: GIS data base
for the conservation of Project Elephant Reserves; page no 6-19). The important
zone within this is the Nagerhole, Bandipur, Wynad, Mudumalai and the Segur
plateau which has large area of moist deciduous and dry deciduous forests with
very high elephant density. The Gudalur, Bandipur, Mudumalai, Segur forest tracts
extends over large area of western and Eastern Ghats and has numerous enclaves
of settlements and cultivation.

The development projects like PUSHEP has

fragmented the contiguity of this habitat. The increasing human population in this
area has caused substantial impact on the vegetation. The mushrooming growth of
leisure resorts in the corridor area and extension of settlements has caused
problems of human-elephant conflict. Cases of depredation of crops by elephants
and human causalities have risen rapidly.

This area has also witnessed wide

spread poaching in the past decades and still occasional cases of poaching has been
noticed. The elephant requires large natural habitat and in the last two decades
habitat loss and fragmentation has reduced the number of elephants which were
once widely distributed and its status has become threatened. Para the Nilgiri
Biosphere Reserve and adjoining areas of contiguous forest cover about 10,000
sq.km has an elephant population of 3900 to 4800 elephants (Santia pillai and
Jackson 1980; page no.1 of Ecology of Asian elephant).

The Nilgiri Biosphere

Reserve covers an area of 5520 sq. km and has special protected areas and
territorial forest divisions making it the most viable habitat with large population of
elephants for long term conservation. Out of these, 3900 to 4800 elephants nearly
1800 to 2000 elephants have found in Nilgiris North area of N.B.R. (Daniel et al
1995; page no. 6). Though it is one of the largest single population, but it faces
with several threats on account of mushrooming growth of resorts (about 100
Nos.), coffee, tea plantation and crop cultivation in their natural habitat. Elephants
are wide ranging and have to move or migrate seasonally to different forest tracts
with distinct vegetation types in order to meet the required quantity of forage,
shelter and water. They expect distinct wet and dry season movement.

Ecology and Behaviour of Elephants – A Glance
a. Matriarchal Society

-

The oldest female leads the family

b. Daily Fodder Requirement -

150 kg to 200 kg of green fodder

c. Home Range of Elephants -

450 to 500 sq.km

d. Adult Male Female ratio

-

1:4

e. Daily Water Requirement

-

200 lit/day

f. Sexual Maturity

-

13 to 15 years

g. Gestation Period

-

18 to 22 months

h. Inter Calving Period

-

3 to 4 years

i. Longivity

-

60 to 65 years

j. Thermo Regulation

-

Mainly by Ear Flapping

k. Sweat Glands

-

Only in trunk tip and nails

l. Vision

-

Poor

m. Sense of Smell

-

Good

n. Average Body Weight

-

2 to 4.5 tonnes

o. Height

-

7 to 8 feet

p. Musth

-

Occurs in adult male every year

q. Makhna

-

tuskless male – can also breed

r. Threats

-

For ivory, habitat fragmentation,
electrocution and loss of corridors

Corridor Definition
A wildlife corridor may be defined in simple terms as a relatively narrow
strip of habitat that provides a passage for the target species to move between two
larger expanses of habitat. This is the context in which the term corridor has been
used with reference to the elephant and should not be confused with the term
habitat as sometimes portrayed in layman’s usage, especially in the media.

A

corridor becomes critical if such a narrow passage is the only means of movement
of elephants between two large areas.
Experts have often discussed the dimensions of an elephant corridor.

It is

agreed that a narrow but very long passage is not a viable corridor because it
increases the exposure of elephants to adjoining cultivation/settlement and thus
increases elephant-human conflicts. Field observations in southern India indicate
that both elephant herds and solitary bulls use passage that are 0.5 km to 1 km
wide and less than about 5 km long.

Identification of corridors based on the research reports of scientists and views of
various stakeholders having knowledge of the area Major Studies and Findings with
Recommendations
Published Research Reports on Asian Elephant Corridors in Sigur Plateau and Adjoining Areas of Mudumalai Tiger
Reserve From 1972 to 2007
Name of

Funded

S.

the

by

No

Research

Year

Instituti

Aims of the

Important

Authors

on

study &

Conclusions

Report
Submitted to

Location

reports
1

Investigati

Bombay

1)

of Natural

Natural

elephant

History

migratory

Society

on

paths
the
Hills

Bombay

in (BNHS)
Nilgiri

1972

1) The most important E.R.C.

Tamil

Nadu

Identification function of Masinagudi Davidar

State

Forest

History

of

secure

Department,

Society

paths

routes

Government of

elephant belt

to

in migration

Sigur
Plateau

is

between
and WLS

Mudumalai

and

the

Wynad

Nilgiri Slopes forest on the west and
through
Thalamalai/Hasanur
plateau

and

Rangasamy
Ranges

10

and

Billgiri
Temple
east

and

Tamil Nadu

north east.
2) Obstructions to free
movement of elephants
occur in the shape of
penstocks
Lines

and

trolley.

loading

Singara

to

and

the

Moyar

power houses and the
flume

channel

connecting the two and
patta lands. In spite of
these

obstructions

elephants trek from one
section
using
private

to

the

other

interspersed
forests

and

revenue forests.
3)

Corridors

through

passing

revenue

or

private land should be
declared

reserved

forests and attached to
11

the

nearest

reserved

forest.
4) It is important that
people affected through
land acquisition (other
than

encroachers)

are

adequately compensated
by payment of present
market value for land
taken.
5)

Corridors

kept

must

clear

be
of

encroachers

and

obstructions to facilitate
free movement.
6)

A

study

migration

of
of

the
the

elephants-pattern,
range,

season,

migration, behavior and
other
particularly
12

aspectswhere

possibilities

for

long

range migration exists in
this

region

should

be

undertaken.
2

Ecology

United

and

States

Conservati

Fish

1991

&

on of Asian Wildlife

Elephants’ Dr.

To 1)

Bombay

1)

Natural

understand

preferences

History

elephants

critical

Society

use

pattern (habitat

various habitat utilization could

to

for

elephants

Service,

in

(Elephas

USA.

habitat types be attributed to habitat

maximus)

including

complexity

With

corridors

browse

abundant
resources,

special

availability of fruit trees,

reference

shade, perennial water

to

sources, natural saltlicks

the

habitat

and less anthropogenic

utilization

activities in those areas.

in
Mudumalai
Wildlife
Sanctuary,
Tamil
13

thesis

the Sivaganesan submitted

microhabitats
corridors)

N. Ph.D

to

the
Bharathidasan
University,
Trichy.

Nadu,
South
India
3

Ecology
the

1987

Bombay

1) To study 1) The Forest contiguity J.C. Daniel

–

Natural

the

& 1992

History

of

Society

elephants in preserved

of United

Asian States

ecology between
Asian Sigur

elephant

Fish

(FINAL

Wildlife

REPORT)

Service,

the

USA.

Biosphere

Moyar
should
for

and V.

free thy

from the Sanctuary to N.
to Sigur plateau and vice Sivaganesa

derive

versa presently only 3 n

managemen

narrow habitat corridors N.

t

between

Moyar

and Baskaran

perspectives

Singara

roads

are M.Balasubra

for the long available
term

movement

conservation

these

of

for

elephant manian
between S.

areas.

the maintaining

By Swaminath
these an

in corridors the problem of

species
this region

localized

over

abundance of elephants,
which are likely, to come
14

Natural History

be Krishnamur Society

Nilgiri movement of elephants A.A. Desai

Reserve

Bombay

in

to

the

sanctuary

would be avoided.
2)

The

Radio

collard

elephants

named

Priyanka

and

Harini

female led family herds
used

extensively

the

Sigur Range and Singara
Range
RF),

(Northern
Singara

RF

Hey
and

Kallatty Slope RF) and
these areas need to be
included

within

the

MWS, if the integrity of
the

Nilgiris

North

elephant population is to
be maintained.
4

Pressure

Ministry

and

Wildlife

To study the Villages surrounding the C. S. Silori

of

Institute

biotic

resource

Environ

of

dependenc

ment

Dehradun

y

&

of Forests,

1995

Masinagudi

India, pressure

village B.K. Mishra Institute

of revealed that 76% of

corridors

resident

linking

landless, 31% possessed
15

families

Wildlife

were

India,
Dehradun

of

Masinagudi
group

Govern

Mudumalai

of ment of

in total of 8,000 cattle of

WLS to the which

90%

are

villages on India

Eastern

the

Ghats with a only

surroundin

view

g elephant

develop

1600-1700 truckloads of

habitat

viable

cattle

alternatives

adjoining tea and coffee

to

unproductive and raised
for

manure.

to Annually, villagers sold

dung

to

the

mitigate estates. The economy of

the

2%

dependency

based on selling of non-

on

of

families

was

the wood forest produce. It

resources

was

estimated

that

villagers removed 1800
mt of fuelwood, 800 mt
of grass and gathered
451 mt of cattle dung
annually

from

these

forests.
5

Asian

Documentin

elephant in and

Elephant

g

Southern

Research

project

Asian

John D.

Catherin

1998

The contiguity between Dr.

R. Asian

four the elephant habitats in Sukumar,
the
16

Nilgiris

and

the Dr.

Arun

Elephant

Research
Conservation

&

India

(A e

&

elephant

Eastern Ghats is today Venkatraman
of maintained entirely by Surendra

GIS

T.

Conservati

reserves

database

MacArth

on Centre

south India

for

ur

through Varma

movement

private lands and forest N.

conservatio Foundati

land

n of project on,

Tamilnadu

elephant

Board.

U.S.A.

reserves)

leased

to

Electricity

Penstock

between

the

pipes

Glenmorgan

and the Singara power
house

obstructs

any

elephant crossing along
the

Nilgiri

slopes.

Further north between
Singara and Masinagudi
village, elephants move
in an east-west direction
though

a private forest

belonging
(Coffee)

to

Singara

estate.

New

developments connected
with the Pykara Ultimate
Stage
17

Hydro

Electric

Venkatesa
kumar

Centre,

Indian

Institute
Science,
Bangalore.

of

Project are increasingly
threatening

the

existence of this crucial
corridor
several

utilized
elephant

by
clans

as revealed by a BNHS
study (18, 19). At least
a portion of this forest
should be acquired and
maintained

for

this

movement to continue.
6

Status

of Ministry

Wildlife

of

Corridors

Environ

and

their ment

use

by and

Salim

– 98

Centre for existing

and indirect evidences of Sivaganesa

Environment

Ornitholo

elephants in Sujalkuttai- n

Forests,

gy

Ali 1.

N. Ministry

1995

Identify 1) The greater sightings Dr.

wildlife

and corridors

Natural

and

assess Moyar-Avarahalla

Mammals

Forests,

History,

their habitat Singara-Mavinhalla

with

Govern

Coimbato

quality

special

ment of

re

reference

India

and Ajithkumar
Mr.

Assess dry season, show the

to selected

the intensity importance

endangere

of

use

of corridors
18

B.

(Western Ramakrishn

corridors

Ghats), especially in the an
2.

Government

Bannari (Eastern Ghats), Dr.

as

of

these

migratory

India

of
and

of

routes for the elephants

d

these

mammals

corridors by in the Eastern Ghats and

in

endangered

Western Ghats and vive-

Nilgiris

mammals,

versa

Biosphere

particularly

gene exchange between

Reserve,

the

populations for its long

South

Elephants;

run existenence.

the

for

maintaining

India
Assess 2) Most of the revenue

3.

the extent of lands
dependence

on the

east of

Mudumalai WLS already

local converted

of

on cultivation

people

into
and

have

selected

blocked the movement

corridors;

of

and

the

animals

particularly
elephants.

Therefore, the revenue
Suggest lands falling under the

4.

managemen
t

Nilgiris

District

measures Administration bordering

for retaining the protected areas and
reserve forests may be

and
19

enhancing

included

under

the

protected area.

the

functionality
of

the

corridors.
7

Manageme
nt

The

Tamilnad

action Project

plan

for Elephan

Elephant

prepare 1) Reserve lands lying Forest

State managemen

between Singara RF and Official

t action plan Kallatti

Departme

the

nt

elephant

chadapatti villages and

ment of

reserves

of between Mavinalla and

India

Tamilnadu

Chemmanatham villages

state

are corridor areas, which

t

of

slopes

project between Mavinalla and

do not have the desired
level

of

These

are

forests
However

protection.
notified

as

under

TNPPF.

land

holders

with less than 2 acres
are

exempted and so

this may be diverted for
different projects to the
20

The

Project

of Elephant

RF, Tamilnadu

Forest

reserves in Govern
Tamilnadu

u

To

Government
India

of
of

detriment of the cause
of the elephant.
2) The southern side of
the sanctuary as well as
the

eastern

surrounded
lands

side
by

and

are

private

numerous

villages

with

encroachers

settled

illegally on poromboke
land.
8

Acquisition
/

Worldwid

Transfer e

Fund -02

of sensitive for
restoring / –

India

Maintaining Tamilna
du State

the

WWF
India

– To know the 1.
present

The

movement

of S.

elephants on the slope Sankaramu

status

for Nature

areas

2001

and at the top edge of the rthy,

possibilities

Nilgiri is abstracted by I.F.S.,

for restoring the

seven

huge (Retd

the elephant cylindrical
corridors

penstock PCCF)

in pipes, trolley rails and

sanctity of Office

the

the

and

lines

the

valley

adjoining

move

through

Elephant

areas

forests more importantly

Moyar

Nilgiri other

21

communication
elephants
private

WWF – India

Corridor

connect

the

northern

hey and Kalmalai RF’s in
the west to the Singara
RF in the east and there
by

as

the

between

corridor
Mudumalai

WLS and Sigur plateau
2.

The

stretched

remaining
unoccupied

so

for

along

the

Kalmalai RF, Moyar RF
(250

Acres)

portion

and

the

adjacent

to

Singara Estate are very
much

necessary

to

maintained the sanctity
of the migration path.
3. This report stressed
for

the

purchase

acquisition
of

/

private

lands/revenue
lands/poromboke
22

lands

and also enforce rigid
legal status for securing
elephant corridors in the
region.
9

Evaluation
of

Tamilna

the du State

status, Use Forest
pattern

Depart

and habitat ment

2004

Centre for To

identify 1.

density K.

Elephant

Ecological

and prepare during the study period Ramkumar

Sciences

map on land in

Indian

use pattern, corridor was 1.03/Km2 R.

Institute

elephant

in Singara corridor was Arumugam

channel and

Flume

utilization

(Wildlife

of

corridors

0.6/Km2

of

wing)

Science

between

Mavinahalla corridor was

Elephants

Research

Mudumalai,

0.3/Km2

in

Station

Nilgiri North 2. Unoccupied revenue

Corridors

Masinagu

Division with land patches marked in

between

di,

Western

Nilgiris

The eastern

the

Ghats.

map

acquired

and

have

in

to

be

immediately

and

from

Eastern

department and included

Ghats

in reserve forest or in

through,

the

Mudumalai

immediately. Patta land

Wildlife

patches marked in the
23

revenue

sanctuary

Tamilnadu Forest
Department

Sanctuary

map

and

purchased and included

National

in reserve forest or in

Park

the wildlife sanctuary.

and

should

also

be

Nilgiris

3. Singara estate land

North

falling between Kalhalla

Division,

bridge

Nilgiris,

tunnel should also be

Tamilnadu

acquired and included in

and

Nilgiri

audit

North

four

Division

forest area.
4. Widening the flume
channel, construction of
cement

embankment

and deepening will affect
elephant

movement

through this migratory
report.
10

Post

To study the 1. All the study corridors Dr.

Graduate

significance

significance of

and

of

of corridors Environ

Research

elephant

Studies on 1.
the

The 2002

ministry

-07

are attributed with more Ramakrishn

crucial than

50%

species
24

B. Ph.D

of

that

browse an
supports

thesis

submitted to the
Bharathidasan
University,

Asian ment

to

Division

corridors

the

elephants

during

Elephant

and

of Wildlife and suggest their

(Elephas

Forests

Biology,

managemen
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Trichy.

Salient Features of the Research Reports and
Recommendations
1. Highlighted the significance of Corridors for genetic mix of
population between Western Ghats and Eastern Ghats through
corridors in Sigur Plateau
S.Nos. 1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10 (Research Reports)
2. Impediments of penstock pipes and their hindrance to animal
movement in the hill slopes and subsequent availability of space
in lower slopes of sigur reserve forests/patta land/private forests
forced to use by elephants
S.Nos. 1, 8 (Research Reports)
3. Utilization of Corridors by elephants
S. Nos. 2, 3, 6, 9,10 (Research Reports)
4. Availability of crucial resources within the corridors
S. Nos. 2, 9,10 (Research Reports)
5. Impact of grazing, fuel wood collection, and other developmental
activities could lead to destruction and denudation of corridors
for reducing the resource availability to elephants
S. No. 4, 6, 9,10 (Research Reports)
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Conclusions drawn from the research reports
All the published research reports indicate the significance of corridors
to elephant population and to other endangered species for their long
term survival. A few common crucial issues have been highlighted by
the Experts in their reports and those are highly relevant for corridor
management in the long run. The corridors identified in the reports are
based on Crucial parameters like migration paths, use pattern by
elephants, critical bottle neck areas. The five corridors identified in the
reports

are

Singara-

Masinagudi,

Chemmanatham-Mavinhalla,

Bokkapuram-Mavinhalla, Glencorin, and Valzthottam. The reports also
highlighted the impact of various anthropogenic pressures on the
corridors and suggested measures to minimize the threats to the
corridors as a whole. Thus, it is well conceived from these reports that
these corridors are highly important to animals and securing them
from various land owners to maintain the integrity for free access to
elephants and other animals and this could be justified, with all these
scientific documents published by the Wildlife Experts, NGOs and
Forest Officials. It should be also pointed out that no more scientific
documents could be needed to make a concrete decision to support
the case of acquiring/purchasing lands for animals to utilize a free
space and also ensure a greater genetic mix between populations in
the Nilgiri Landscape.
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Identified existing elephant corridors in the Segur
plateau and adjoining Mudumalai Tiger Reserve.

1 MOYAR - AVARAHALLA CORRIDOR (Fig. 1)

Map showing C1 corridor
This corridor is located at the eastern part of the Mudumalai
Wildlife Sanctuary (MWLS). The corridor is ranging between 76036"30'76042"45' N and 11036"30'-11032"28' E. It is bounded on the
northeast by Moyar Gorge and southwest by Sigur reserve forests. The
revenue villages of Masinagudi and Moyar located in the west and east
side of this corridor respectively (Fig. 1). Therefore, the strip of forest
between Moyar and Avarahalla reserve forests is acting as a narrow
corridor between Mudumalai Wildlife Sanctuary and Sigur Plateau.
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Although,

flume

channel

and

Masinagugidi–Moyar

highway

are

bisecting this corridor, elephants are using this corridor effectively to
disperse from the MWLS to Jayadev Avenue and subsequently to Sigur
plateau. It is also referred as "Masinagudi–Moyar road side Corridor".
The average length and width of the corridor is 9 km and 3.5 km
respectively. The terrain is flat. Moyar flume channel is a perennial
water source for animals especially during dry season. Elephants could
not cross any where along the flume channel. There are some specified
crossing locations identified. The common vegetation types are tropical
thorn forest and dry deciduous forest (Champion and Seth 1968).
Various elephant browse species attracts the elephants especially after
second wet season. Lantana camara dominates the ground vegetation
on the road side. Other weed species such as Dodonaea viscosa,
Euphorbia antiquorum and Opuntia dillenii are widely distributed and is
invading the corridor, affecting its quality.

2. MASINAGUDI - SINGARA CORRIDOR
Some of the migrating elephants from Western to Eastern Ghats
cross the Moyar river near Theppakadu and walk through Mandradiyar
Avenue of Muduamalai Wildlife Sanctuary and reach the MasinagudiSingara road through a narrow strip of revenue land near Kalhalla.
Near Kalhalla they migrate through private land about 2km long and
100m width along the Masinagudi-Singara road starting from Kalhalla
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and ending near a tunnel called audit 4, dug by Tamil Nadu Electricity
Board. This stretch belongs to a private estate but this area has not
been developed and this area has got good natural forest cover. There
is also a perennial water source along this migratory route. The major
threat for elephant movement in this area is, if the land owner
develops this area either for agriculture or for residential use then, the
entire migratory route will get cut off. Beyond the tunnel towards the
foothills the land is used for coffee cultivation. In the hill slopes Tamil
Nadu Electricity Board uses giant pen stock pipes draw water from
Glenmorgan to Singara and this penstock pipes completely cuts
elephant movement along the mountain slopes (fig. 2). Cattle grazing
and fuel wood collection by Singara and Doddalingi villagers also
disturbs elephant movement. Vehicle used by private resorts to view
wild animals during nighttime is also a major problem for free
movement of elephants through his route. Mushrooming leisure resorts
to see wildlife in this area also severely obstructing the movement of
wildlife in this corridor.
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3. SINGARA - BOKKAPURAM CORRIDOR

Map showing C2, C3, C4 and C5 corridors
This corridor is located on the southern part of the Mudumalai
Wildlife Sanctuary. It located between 76034"16'-76041"32' N and
11034"37'-11031"35' E. The corridor encompassing Singara private
estates and reserve forests of the Nilgiri North Forest Division is crucial
for animals to disperse between the sanctuary and Nilgiri North Forest
Division (Fig. 2). The length of the corridor is 8 km. Width ranging
between 0.3 km and 2 km. In many places the corridor is open due to
severe biotic pressure and expansion of developmental activities in
private lands. The passage of elephants across the Bokkapuram area is
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hindered by the construction development in private patta lands and
fencing of cultivation lands and the elephant is not able to pass freely
and moves westwards south of Bokkapuram towards the foot hills
leading to Kalhatti RF. This habitat has bamboo and mixed forests in
the patta lands and due to obstruction caused by large numbers of
barbed wire and solar fence it negotiates the undulating terrain and is
under severe stress. Singara flume channel and river Kallala are the
perennial water sources for elephants in this corridor. The predominant
vegetation types are tropical open thorn forests in the plains, mixed
deciduous and dry deciduous forests in hill slopes (Champion and
Seth, 1968; page no. 271 of Silori et al 1983). Weed species such as
Stachytarpheta indica, Dodonaea viscosa, Euphorbia antiquorum, and
Opuntia dillennii are widely distributed and are invading and affecting
the quality of the corridor. The threats to the corridor are expansion of
development activities, legal status of the corridor, livestock grazing,
fuel wood collection and vehicular traffic particularly during night
hours.
Many revenue villages and all developmental activities are acting
as serious impediments for the free movement of elephants in the flat
terrain. Apart from elephants various large and medium ranging
animals also used the corridors effectively. The heavy cattle grazing
influenced the present availability of patchy vegetation in the flat
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lands. Crucial microhabitats such as natural saltlicks and bamboo
patches are predominantly available in the entire corridor tract.

4. KALLHATTI - SIGUR AT GLENCORIN
The revenue land along the Siriyur river between Vazhaithottam
and Chemmanatham village is developed for agriculture over the last
fifteen years. Until late 1980’s only a small portion along the Sigur
river near Vazhaithottam was used for cultivation and the rest of the
area between Vazhaithottam check post and Sigur bridge was used by
elephants freely. Now because of expansion of agriculture in this area,
elephants are forced to go through a narrow stretch of forest.
Elephants cross the Sigur river near Sigur Bridge on Kalhatti road (Fig.
2). There is only a narrow patch of revenue land with forest cover is
left for elephant movement and the land is under the control of
revenue department. Land less people encroached the revenue land
right up to the Sigur bridge along the Sigur River and only a narrow
piece of revenue land with forest patch is left unoccupied near Sigur
bridge. The other major threat for elephants in this route is Glencoirn
Estate. The estate people are trying to develop this land for
agriculture and promoting tourism activities. Since this estate is very
close

to

the

narrow

patch

of

elephant

migratory

developmental activity in this place will severely affect

route

any

the free

movement of elephants. This estate has not been used for cultivation
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for a very long period and elephants started using this area as part of
their migratory route. The estate and another estate by name
Karivaepilai estate are located in a valley along Sigur river. This valley
acts as a crucial micro-habitat for elephants, guar and sambar and
carnivores such as tiger, leopard, wild dog (dhole), sloth bear and
striped hyaena for feeding, resting and denning. Smaller carnivores
such as palm civet, small Indian civet, jungle cat, jackal and several
species

of mongooses also use this valley intensively for feeding,

resting and denning. Karivaepilai estate is also not used for cultivation
for long time and wild animals started using this estate as part of their
habitat. Now the estate owner is clearing the bushes and trying to use
it for cultivation and tourism. Development activities in this valley will
severely affect the animals using this area intensively during summer
season.
5. MAVANALLA - CHEMMANATHAM CORRIDOR
This is a narrow corridor connecting the Mudumalai Wildlife Sanctuary
and the Nilgiri North Division. The corridor faces threats from tourist
resorts that are rapidly coming up in the adjoining areas. This corridor
connects Mudumalai Tiger Reserve with Nilgiris North Division. The
existing length of the corridor 0.5km and the width is 1km the
vegetation type found this corridor is tropical thorn forest and dry
deciduous forest. The legal status this corridor is reserve forests,
revenue and private land. The land use pattern in this corridor is
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forest, small patches of private land in settlement. Major habitation
near this corridor includes Mavinalla and Chemmanatham villages.
Mavinalla and Chemmanatham villagers depend on this corridor for
fuelwood collection and cattle grazing. The main threats for this
corridor is expansion of agriculture and uncontroled tourism. There are
about 50 to 75 elephants use this corridor to migrate from Mudumalai
Tiger Reserve to Segur plateau and Thalamalai plateau. Conservation
plan for this corridor includes: declaration, demarcation and legal
protection of the corridor under various laws appropriate for the state.
Surveying land south of Chemmanatham village towards Mavinalla for
potential

acquisition

and

monitoring

of

development

activities

especially tourist resorts.

MAPS
In order to place visual presentation for easy analysis of the free
movement of elephant before the development in the elephant corridor
area and the obstacles created by the developments in the corridor
area, which has fragmented the elephant corridors which led to
creation of five elephant corridors which are also under the great
threat of the recent development in the name of holiday resorts and
indiscriminate construction of buildings and barriers etc. A map is also
placed visualizing the restoration of elephant corridor area after
implementation of the strategies mentioned in the Expert Committee
report to relieve the obstructions faced by the present day elephant
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population.

The maps are furnished in Annexure-A as stated

hereunder:
1) Map showing Mudumalai Tiger Reserve - Sigur plateau elephant
movements before human interventions – Annexure A(1)
2) Map showing the elephant corridors between Mudumalai Tiger
Reserve & Sigur plateau elephant movements after human
interventions – Annexure A(2)
3) Map showing the elephant corridors between Mudumalai Tiger
Reserve & Sigur plateau elephant movements fragmented in to
construction of 5 corridors by human interventions –Annexure
A(3)
4) Map showing the elephant corridors between Mudumalai Tiger
Reserve & Sigur plateau after the implementations of the
suggestions of the Expert Committee – Annexure A(4)

Wildlife Diversity in Corridor areas
List of Mammals and their IUCN Status found in the Corridors
SNo
1

Species
Elephant

IUCN Status (*)
Endangered /

Endemic
-

Schedule I
2

Blackbuck

Vulnerable /

-

Schedule I
3

4

Four-Horned-

Vulnerable /

Antelope

Schedule I

Gaur

Vulnerable /

-

-

Schedule I
5

Chital

Lower Risk /
Schedule III
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-

SNo
6

Species
Sambar

IUCN Status (*)
Lower Risk /

Endemic
-

Schedule III
7

Wild-boar

Lower Risk /

-

Schedule III
8

Tiger

Endangered /

-

Schedule I
9

Leopard

Lower Risk, Schedule

-

I
10

Striped Hyaena

Lower Risk, Schedule

-

III
11

Wild Dog

Vulnerable /

-

Schedule II
12

Jackal

Lower Risk /

-

Schedule II
13

Sloth Bear

Vulnerable /

-

Schedule I
14

Slender Loris

Vulnerable /

-

Schedule I
15

Nilgiri Langur

Vulnerable /
Schedule I

16

Common Langur

Lower Risk /

Endemic to
Western
Ghats
-

Schedule II
17

Bonnet Macaque

Lower Risk /

-

Schedule III
18

Palm civet

Lower Risk /

-

Schedule II
19

Brown Palm Civet

Vulnerable /

Western

Schedule II

Ghats
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SNo
20

Species
Small Indian Civet

IUCN Status (*)
Lower Risk /

Endemic
-

Schedule II
21

Porcupine

Lower Risk /

-

Schedule IV
22

Malabar Giant

Not Available

-

Squirrel
23

Common Otter

Not available

-

24

Pangolin

Lower Risk Schedule

-

IV
25

Ruddy Mongoose

Not available

-

26

Stripe Necked

Not available

-

Not available

-

Mongoose
27

Black-napped Hare

* IUCN status as mentioned in book “A Field Guide to Indian Mammals
(2003), Menon, V”
Endemic – Found in only in Western Ghats and not found in other parts
of India
- found in other parts of India
There are about 250 species of birds found in the corridors. Important
key and black ship species includes:
1. Great Indian Hornbill,
2. Malabar Grey Hornbill
3. White Backed Vulture
4. Egyptian Vulture
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5. King Vulture
6. Splender Billed Vulture
7. Peacock
There are about 80 species of reptiles are found in the corridor. The
important species includes:
1. Mugger crocodiles
2. Monitor lizard
3. King Cobra
4. Russell’s Viper
5. Spectacled Cobra
6. Indian Krait
7. Saw scaled viper
8. Malabar pit viper etc.
There are about 40 species of Amphibians found in the Corridors.
Important among them are salamanders (a legless amphibians).
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Past and Present status of Human population and
Development activities in the Segur plateau
Human population in Sigur Plateau shows an interesting trend in
that there have been huge spurts and then declines followed by
growth.
Fig. 1 Population growth in Sigur Plateau
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Source: Mr. N. Mohanraj, WWF-India obtained from Masinagudi
panchayt
Sigur Plateau was largely covered by forests with very little human
population and there was sudden rise in population from 1870-1880
due to new settlements for developing agriculture. This effort failed
and agricultural lands were abandoned. Today these fallow lands have
become targets for tourist resorts and rich people from different parts
of the country to be developed as resorts and holiday homes. From
1890 to 1930 the population declined rapidly till it stabilized around a
1000 people in 1930’s. The next spurt in population occurred during
the construction of the Moyar powerhouse during the 1940’s; the
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population grew from 1000 to 7500 people. This population too
showed a very sharp decline of 53% (from 7500 to 3500) in the postconstruction decade. But the decline was reversed when free land was
being allotted for housing in the 1960’s (colony established in 1970)
facilitating settlers and also allowing residents to bring in their
relatives. This period also saw the establishment of a stone quarry
which brought in a lot of laborers. All this resulted in an increase of
over 40% in the population in that decade. The next two decades
however show a smaller and decreasing growth rate. But the PUSHEP
project of the Tamil Nadu Electricity Board started in the 1990’s
resulted in increasing the population by over 34% compared to the
previous decade’s growth of just 8%.
Two important factors emerge from this coarse assessment,
namely that unlike in the past (1870’s and 1940’s) spurts in population
brought about by development do not decline (through negative
growth) anymore. Since the 1970’s population increases have tended
to consolidate and get supplemented even further through bringing in
of others (relatives). A part of the growth has been due to the increase
in TNEB officers and workers and also due to the increasing tourist
resorts that have increased the demand for goods and services. The
second point is that major developmental or other projects bring in
huge spurts in population often leaving behind unskilled or semi-skilled
labor that becomes dependent on the forest and adds to the existing
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biotic pressures. The population in 2006 is about 10,000 as compared
to 6000in 1981.
A STUDY OF LAND USE / LAND COVER CHANGE IN MUDUMALI &
SEGUR PLATEAU USING SATELLITE IMAGES

A Land use and Land cover study was conducted using Remotely
sensed images to analyse the Land use and Land cover change over a
period of time (from 1973 to 2004) in the sensitive Elephant corridor
of Mudumalai Tiger Reserve and Segur plateau, The Nilgiris District,
due to large scale Deforestation, Urbanisation and Commercial
establishments. The following images with 15 years interval were used
for the analysis: The land use & land cover map is enclosed in
Annexure I, II, III.
1. MSS Image of 2nd October 1973
2. Landsat TM image of 21st November 1989
3. IRS ID Liss III image of 9th March 2004
During the study, the area is classified as Dense Forest (crown
density >40%), Open Forest (crown density 10 – 40%), Scrub (bushy
growth without trees and crown density <10%) and Agriculture &
Urban. The resultant statistics as follows:
LAND USE / LAND COVER CHANGE( Area in Ha)
1973

1989

2004

DENSE FOREST

40142

34180

34552

OPEN FOREST

17802

22365

18542

4456

8085

8298

452

930

1193

SCRUB
AGRICULTURE & URBAN
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The

graph shows the change in Land use / Land cover between

1973 - 2004

LAND USE / LAND CO VER MUDUMALAI & SEGUR PLATEAU
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The Agriculture & Urban area has increased by

200%

approximately over a period 30 years (from 1973 to 2004) due largescale Deforestation, Urbanisation and other commercial activities. The
following graph shows the change in the activity.
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Conclusion:
1. They satellite data for the period 1973 to 2004 indicates that
this landscape was a contiguous forest area. the scrub forest has
increased from 4456 ha to 8298 ha thus indicating the setting in of
degradation and shrinkage of the elephant habitat.
2. The agriculture and urban area has increased by 200% over
this period and large scale destruction of the elephant habitat has
restricted its movement and caused man – elephant conflict.

Damage to the Forest Track – Fragmentation,
Isolation and Formation of Corridors:
Developmental activities:
Developmental activities not related to or not compatible with
local land use can pose threats that directly or indirectly have an
adverse impact on the Tiger Reserve and other forests. Such activities
which result in settling of people who have migrated into the area for
the construction of these projects should not be encouraged. The longterm and indirect impacts of such projects need to be carefully
evaluated rather than the short-term and direct impacts.

Impact of Unplanned Tourism
Unsustainable or unmanaged tourism can also have an adverse
impact on the Tiger Reserve and as such a proper assessment of the
tourism potential and capacity needs to be made. Adequate regulatory
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framework needs to be developed to ensure that tourism is sustainable
and well managed.

Tourism
The increasing trend of tourism needs a serious thought to
control the tourism flow by taking the carrying capacity in mind.

A

controlled and defused tourism has to be encouraged. Tourism needs
diversification in the buffer zone area through the eco development
by encouraging and involving the local unemployed tribal youth in the
trekking program as well as in eco camp.

Recent

trend

in

Fuel

Wood

Collection

by

Local

Communities
Extent of wood collection by locals from eastern part of the sanctuary
during 1993. (Source. Silori and Mishra, 2000; page no 275)
Seasonal Collection (Tones)
Name of the
village
Masinagudi

Summer

Rainy

Winter

Total

%

311

317

290

918

33

145

143

198

485

17

27

32

41

99

4

Bokkapuram

159

133

157

449

16

Mavanhalla

147

153

148

449

16

32

32

33

97

3

Vazhaithotam

103

86

117

306

11

Total

924

895

983

2803

100

Moyar
Singara

Chemmanatham
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The proportion of wood collection was uniformly distributed
across seasons of the total annual collection, about one third was
removed by villagers of Masinagudi, while 50% of the total collection
was equally distributed among Moyar, Bokkapuram, and Mavanhalla.
The greater proportion of total wood collection in Masinagudi could be
attributed to additional consumption of wood for the local hotels (Silori
& Mishra, 2000; page no. 275).
Thus, removal of fuel wood from the Tiger Reserve has slowly
degraded the habitat quality which in turn limit fodder resources to
prey species of tigers. In such a human induced processes, habitats
are fragmented and resources are confined into small crucial thickets
for movement of medium to larger carnivores between habitats.
Sivaganesan (1991) identified these patches as “critical habitats” in
the thorn forest which supports abundance of herbivores across the
seasons.

Grass, wood and dung collection:
It was estimated that the villagers removed 1,800 tonnes of fuel
wood, 800 tonnes of grass and gathered 451 tonnes of cattle dung
from the corridor forest annually.

Of the total families >90% are

exclusively dependent on firewood for fuel. Of the 21 hotels surveyed,
16 used only firewood.
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ANNUAL GRASS, WOOD AND DUNG COLLECTION
(in Tones)

Name of the
Village

Fuel Wood
consumption
per Annum
795

Grass
gathered per
Annum
713

Cattle Dung
collected per
Annum
98

266

56

110

93

nil
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Bokkapuram

245

7

73

Mavanhalla

225

6

88

33

11

12

144

7

39

1801

800

451

Masinagudi
Moyar
Singara

Chemmanatham
Vazhaithottam
Total

Source: Silori & Mishra, (1995; page no 275).
Biotic pressure being imposed on the Tiger Reserve resources is
certainly leading towards degradation. The most crucial point of the
problem is the continuous and alarming increase in the human
population.

Within a span of 30 years the human population has

increased two and half times.

The nearness to Ooty, a famous hill

station, rapid construction work by local villagers and proliferation of
big hotels, resorts and lodges in and around the Tiger Reserve are the
reasons for increasing human population.

Long term construction

activities by Electricity Board have attracted laborers from neighboring
states in search of jobs. With the increase in population of the villages
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demand on biomass resources for fuel and fodder requirement has
increased proportionately. Villagers treat cattle as dung producing
machines. The owners or other villagers follow them in to the jungle,
to collect the dung.

Increasing grazing pressure has resulted in

degraded exposed ground and proliferation of exotic weed species
such as Lantana and Parthenium.

Both the corridors are under biotic

pressure but the southern corridor is under more pressure as it is
private lands & the reserve forest while the northern corridor which is
less pressurized is a part of protected area. Habitat use by elephants
show that the disturbed areas were also used but the areas less
disturbed were used more by elephants than the highly disturbed
areas because of the barriers.

Increasing demand on the forest

corridor resources is certainly a point to be though about.

The

elephants' corridors are certainly on the verge of delinking if
the present situation is not controlled which is certainly leading
to a point of no return. The viability of the Moyar-Avarhalla and
Singara-Bokkapuram-Glencorin corridors is essential for longterm conservation of Asian elephants in this high potential
area.
The list of resorts furnished here shows that elephant corridor
destruction started really after 1990s until then only 4 resorts
have come up in the Bokkapuram, Mavinahalla area which
indicates that these lands were free from occupation and freely
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used by elephants as evidenced from the opinion statement of
Dr. John Joseph, IFS and Dr. A.J.T. John Singh (Madras District
Gazeteer, Nilgiris District, 1908; page no 30)

The impact of private tourism on Corridors areas
Location of private tourism in adjoining Mudumalai Tiger
Reserve (Source: A. D. town Panchayat and town panchyat of
Nilgiris Dist.)
Resort Name

Sl.No.

Village/Range

Year of
Established

1

New Mountainia Resort

Masinagudi

1968

2

Jain Resort

Valaithottum

1973

3

Bamboo Banks

Masinagudi

1974

4

Quiet Corner India

Mavanhalla

1978

5

St Xaviers Lodge

Masinagudi

1983

6

Jungle Hut

Bokkapuram

1984

7

Belmont Retreat

Bokkapuram

1986

8

1987

9

Coloniya (was Oasis) - will have new Mavanhalla
name soon
Monarch
Bokkapuram

1989

10

Blue Valley

Bokkapuram

1990

11

Hotel Kongu

Masinagudi

1990

12

Forest Hills

Bokkapuram

1994

13

Nilgiri Guest House

Achakkarai

1996
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Sl.No.

Resort Name

Village/Range

Year of
Established

14

Jungle Retreat

Bokkapuram

1996

15

Riverview Resort

Mavanhalla

1996

16

Wild Haven

Chadpatti

1997

17

Casa Deep Woods

Bokkapuram

1998

18

MK Dot Com

Masinagudi

2001

19

Wild Ways

Achakkarai

2002

20

Annakkadu

Singara

2002

21

Bear Mountain

Bokkapuram

2003

22

Glanton Manor

Valaithottum

2003

23

Mountain Mist

Bokkapuram

2004

24

Tiger Manor

Masinagudi

2004

25

Wild India Tourist Home

Masinagudi

2004

26

King's Range

Valaithottum

2004

27

Secret Ivory

Achakkarai

2005

28

Wilds - At Northern Hay

Singara

2005

29

Jungle Paradise

Achakkarai

2006

30

Country Classics

Bokkapuram

2006

31

British Home (run by Tiger Manor)

Bokkapuram

2006

32

Wild Adventure

Bokkapuram

2006

33

The Nest Inn

Masinagudi

2006
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Sl.No.

Resort Name

Village/Range

Year of
Established

34

Beverly Hills Eco-Camp

Mavanhalla

2006

35

Muthu – Homestay

Valaithottum

2006

36

Safari Land

Bokkapuram

2007

37

Un-named

Bokkapuram

2008

38

Glenview Resort

Bokkapuram

2008

39

Chalets

Masinagudi

2008

40

Wild Breeze

Masinagudi

2008

41

Guest-house – Pradap

Mavanhalla

2008

42

Rolling Stone

Valaithottum

2008

43

Wilds - At Kalmalai

Singara

2009

44

Green Park

Masinagudi

1980s
(maybe '85)

The major impact of private resorts on the corridor areas are,
1. Fragmentation of habitats due to invasion of unpalatable weeds
2. Loss of forest connectivity between habitats
3. Local extinction of crucial habitats to animals
4. Increasing rate of dependence by local communities on natural
resources for fuel wood collection, cattle grazing and other
livelihood purposes.
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Map showing the locations of private resorts in and around
the elephant corridors in the Segur plateau
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Land use pattern adjoining Mudumalai Tiger Reserve

Masinagudi

38.60

Private
Revenue Encroachment
Total
Land
Private
Land
Land
Land
Ownership
667.88
533.85
213 (40)
242.33

Moyar

112.00

39.38

249.35`

Singara

177.00

1551.22

190.67

-

1919.45

Bokkapuram

-

1174.82

309.55

175 (57)

1484.54

Mavanhalla

-

261.82

267.55

122 (46)

529.37

Chemmanatham

-

44.31

76.60

-

120.91

Vazhaithottam

-

275.91

165.31

40 (24)

441.22

4015.34

1794.88

667 (37)

6138.55

Private
land
TNEB

Villages

Total

328.16

116.(47)

400.73

(Source: Revenue Department, Masinagudi & TNEB: Values in the
parentheses refer to the percent of total revenue land)
All the seven settlements are revenue villages. Of the total extent of
villages (6138.5 acres), the electricity board (328.16 acres) and
private owners (4015.3 acre) owned 71% of which private coffee
estates in Singara and Bokkapuram villages owned 85% (Table). Thus,
the land use pattern is varied and their impact might pose serious
threats

to

the

adjoining

tiger

reserves

with

multi-dimensional

conservation problems. The revenue lands and part of private lands
are available to animals as part of their annual home range.
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Ecological Matrix of Elephant Corridors
The matrix was prepared using the following ecological and
physical parameters pertaining to each corridor in Segur Plateau for
deriving a logical frame work for proper Management of Corridors
following the guidelines and research out puts of various experts in the
concerned field.

This matrix is crucial for utilizing management

purpose besides acquiring and procuring the land adjoining the
corridors for proper viability and genetic exchange of population
between meta population.

The ecological parameters furnished here

could go beyond for addressing conservation issues in any platform for
protecting the corridors in the long run.
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Ecological Matrix of Elephant Corridors in Segur Plateau of Mudumalai Tiger Reserve
– A Glance

Name of the Corridor

Moyar - Avarhalla
Masinagudi –
Moyar Road C1

MasinagudiSingara C2

SingaraBokkapuramMavanalla C3

2

3

4

1
Connectivity

Northernhey
Moyar RF–
Avarhalla RF

RF, Kalmalai

Singara RF–

and Avarhalla

Kalhatti slope

RF

RF

Glencarin
C4
5
Bokkapura

Chemmanat
ham
Corridor
C5
6

m
Reserved

Avarhalla RF –

forest

Sigur RF

Kalhatti
slope

Masinagudi &

Sholur &

Hullathi

Sholur

Masinagudi

village

200

150

150

75

150

3

4

3

2

5

Other Animals that

Tiger, Leopard,

Tiger, Leopard,

Tiger, Leopard,

Tiger,

Tiger,

dwell in the Corridor

Sloth bear, Striped

Sloth bear,

Striped

Leopard,

Leopard,

Hyaena and Small

Striped Hyaena

Hyaena, Sloth

Sloth bear,

Sloth bear,

carnivores

and Smaller

bear and

Striped

Striped

Revenue Village

Elephant Population

Masinagudi

Masinagudi

Using the Corridor
of Elephant Solitary
Bulls Using the Corridor
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Name of the Corridor

Moyar - Avarhalla
Masinagudi –
Moyar Road C1

1

2

MasinagudiSingara C2
3
carnivores

SingaraBokkapuramMavanalla C3

Glencarin
C4

4
Smaller

5
Hyaena

Chemmanat
ham
Corridor
C5
6
Hyaena and

carnivores

and

Smaller

Smaller

Carnivores

carnivores
Habitat viability Index

Good

Moderate

Moderate

Poor

Moderate

3.0 Km

5.0 Km * & #

7.5 Km*&#

5 Km (RF)

2.5 Km (RF)

8.0 Km

2.5 Km *

1.0 Km*

0.75 Km

0.75 Km (Km)

(+)
Existing Average
Length
Existing Average Width

(RF)
**

1.5 Km **

0.25 Km

0.1 Km

0.75 Km

**

4.5 Km (3 Km

3.5 Km *&#

0.75 Km*

2.0 Km*&#

Width to

# +1.5 * Km)

1 Km*

0.75 Km *

1.0 Km*&#

Be Acquired

1.5 Km *
Annexure – B & Annexure – B &

Annexure –

Annexure – B

C

B&C

&C

Existing Minimum
Width
Proposed Length &

Contiguous Land to be
Acquired / Regulated

Annexure – B & C

C

For Maintaining
Viability of Corridor
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1
Developmental

2
TNEB Flume

3
Proposed INO

4
Proliferating

5
Uncontrolll

Chemmanat
ham
Corridor
C5
6
Tourism,

Activities Obstructing

Channel, Tourism

project,

uncontrolled

ed

Expansion of

PUSHEP Power

tourism by

expansion

agriculture

Project in

resorts

of

activities

Name of the Corridor

Moyar - Avarhalla
Masinagudi –
Moyar Road C1

the Corridor

MasinagudiSingara C2

SingaraBokkapuramMavanalla C3

Glencarin
C4

Singara

agricultural
activities

Biotic Pressure

Fire wood

fire wood

Fire wood

Fire wood

Fire wood

Collection, grazing

collection,

collection,

collection,

collection,

grazing,

grazing tourism

tourism

grazing,

tourism
Presence of Carnivore

Wild dog, Striped

Wild dog,

Dens

Hyaena and Sloth

Striped hyaena,

bear

Sloth bear

40:60

40:60

Grass / Browse Ratio

tourism
Wild dog,

50:50

Data not
Available

available for elephants
(this ratio in other areas is
70:30). Elephant require
more browse resources for
their survival like it is
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50 : 50

Name of the Corridor

Moyar - Avarhalla
Masinagudi –
Moyar Road C1

MasinagudiSingara C2

SingaraBokkapuramMavanalla C3

Glencarin
C4

2

3

4

5

1
available in the corridors

Chemmanat
ham
Corridor
C5
6

and in the adjoining
elephant habitat

Elephant

Electrocution

0

1

1

1

0

Death in

Poaching

0

0

0

0

The

Near Singara
Estate

Other reasons

2

3

3

4

1

Human Death Near the 1

1

2

1

No Data

Corridor
During the
last Ten
years

Available

Corridor During the Last
Ten years
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2
Boodhanatham,

3
Kurumbarpadi

4
Bokkapuram,

5
Vazhathott

Chemmanat
ham
Corridor
C5
6
Chemmanatha

Chemmanatahm

((Masinagudi

Acakarai,

am,

m,

t Villages

near

Doddalingi,

Chokkanalli Mavinhalla,

Tribe

Masiniyamman

Kurumbarpalla

,

Group House

Temple,

m

Chokkapatt

(Mavinhalla)

Name of the Corridor

Corridor

1
Tribal

Dependan

Moyar - Avarhalla
Masinagudi –
Moyar Road C1

MasinagudiSingara C2

SingaraBokkapuramMavanalla C3

Glencarin
C4

Singara

i,

(Leighwood)

Achakarai
(Mavinhalla
)

Non-tribal

Masinagudi

Singara TNEB

Masinagudi -

colony

Singara road

Mavinhalla

Mavinhalla

Extent of Human
Population Depending
on the Corridor for fuel
wood and Grazing
Human

1991

6181

5523

1394

382

546

Population

2009

15077

4312

1129

1633

881

Livestock

1991

5126

2901

2629

693

340

Population

2009

5586

3118

2211

875

436
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Salt Licks

3

4

2

3

Chemmanat
ham
Corridor
C5
6
7

Permanent Waterholes

3

1

3

2

3

No. of private Resorts

Not Applicable

13

17

3

7

Not Applicable

16

39

9

8

Name of the Corridor

Moyar - Avarhalla
Masinagudi –
Moyar Road C1

MasinagudiSingara C2

SingaraBokkapuramMavanalla C3

Glencarin
C4

1

2

3

4

5

Falling in and around
the Corridor (250 m)
No. of Solar Power
fencing and Barbed wire
fence in the Corridor

* Elephants are moving through patta land
** Not applicable
# Revenue land
+ rating calculated based on vegetation diversity, elephant usage, biotic pressure, availability available and
occurrence of occurrence natural salt lick etc.
For C1, C2…Corridor numbers refer Map showing Corridors between Mudumalai Tiger Reserve, Nilgiri North
and Eastern Ghats
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Sources used to prepare Ecological Matrix
1) Azeez et al., 1988, An Environmental Impact Assessment report
submitted to Tamil Nadu Electricity Board, Chennai.
2) Baskaran etal. 1995, A week with elephants BNHS.
3) Daniel et al., 1987, Technical report, BNHS, Mumbai.
4) Davidar, E.R.C. (1972). Investication of elephant migration paths
in the Nilgiri Hills and inquiry into impediments to the free movement
of elephants and their recommendations for the provision of corridors
for the movement.
5) Desai, A.A. 1981. The home range of elephants and its implications
for management of the Mudumalai wildlife sanctuary, Tamil Nadu,
JBNHS 88
6) Ramkumar.K, Arumugam.R. 2004. Evaluation of the status, landuse pattern and habitat utilization of elephants in corridors between
Western and Eastern Ghats through Mudumalai sanctuary and Eastern
Ghats through Mudumalai Wildlife sanctuary Nilgiris North Division,
Nilgiris, Tamil Nadu.
7)

Silori & Mishra. 1995. Pressure and resource dependence of

Masinagudi group of villages
8) Sivaganesan, N 1991. Ecology and conservation of Asian elephants
(Elephas maximus), with special reference to the Habitat utilization in
Mudumalai wildlife sanctuary, Tamil Nadu, South India, PhD thesis
submitted to Bharadhidasan University, Thiruchirapalli

9)

Sivaganesan, N. 1998. Acquisition of crucial private lands for

corridor management in the Nilgiri Biospher Reserve. Interim Report.
Submitted to the Sub committee, Ministry of Environment and Forests,
Government of India.
10) Ramakrishnan, B. 2007. Studies on the significance of corridors to
Asian elephant (Elephas maximus) and strategies for conservation and
management in the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve, Tamil Nadu, South
India.

Ph.D

thesis

submitted

to

Bharadhidasan

University,

Thiruchirapalli.

Views and suggestions expressed by the Stakeholders
During

the

Committees

visit

to

Nilgiris

on

28.10.2009

and

29.10.2009 the committee sought the opinion from Wildlife experts
namely

Mr.Ajay

Mr.Arumugam,

Desai,

Dr.SivaGanesan,

Mr.Sankaramourthy,IFS.,

Dr.

former

B.Ramakrishnan,,
Principal

Chief

conservator of Forests, Tamil Nadu, and also from NGOs namely
Dr.S.John Joseph, former Principal Chief Conservator of Forests and
presently Chairman of the SSRDT, who has worked in this area for almost
13 ½ years from since 1959 in various capacities on 27-10-2009.
The views of renowned NGOs like Soundararajan of Nilgiris Wildlife
Envvironment

Association,

Mr.Jeyachandran

of

Tamil

Nadu

Green

movement and Mr.N.Mohanraj of World Wide Fund and Mr.Ramesh Bellie
Secretary Vegetable Grows Association, Ooty were recorded during
committee's visit to Ooty. On 29.10.2009, the committee went to Segur

and Singara plateau area to seek the opinion of Tribals and Adi
Kannadikas

living

in

various

settlements

namely

Boothanatham,

Chemmanatham, Doddalingi, Bokkapuram, Chockanahalli, Anaikatti and
Siriyur.

The Committee interacted and discussed with the tribals of

various settlements and obtained their statement except from tribals one
tribal settlement who have refused to give their views in writing. There
was no pressure to individual to give their statement. At the same time
committee was with open mind to record the statement whosever was
willing to do so. The Scientists, Researchers and NGOs who have been
approached have given their opinion. From the perusal of the statement
and opinion given by above persons the important saline features of their
statement are highlighted below:
1. Statement of Boodhanatham Settlement
Tribal people from Booudhanatham Tribal settlement stated that the
elephant take two routes from their settlement to reach Anaikatti. They
have also stated that some people including one Vergese from Masinagudi
had come to Booudhanatham village and threatened them not to give any
information and statements before forest officials as Forest Department
will relocate them from Booudhanatham village. This has been informed
to the Press, Media and the people gathered there.
2. Statement of Doddalingi Settlement
Mr Chandran, S/o. Thiru Ponnan Tribal Leader of village and who is
also a petitioner in WP.No.2762/2009 and others from Doddilingi village
have stated that they were living in this area for several generations.

Previously people from Baduga community had lived here. Because of
elephant and other wild animals present in Pokkapuram, they have sold
their lands. In the above lands holiday resorts have come up. Tourists
are taken up for sighting wildlife.

Previously the tribals of this

settlements have been cultivating the crops. Because of the crop
depredation by elephant and other wildlife, they stopped growing
agriculture and started doing labour work in resorts and other places. He
was informed by some people by reading newspaper, that tribal people
from the area will be evicted by Forest Department and pave the way for
elephants. They have pleaded that there shall be good co-operation
between Forest Department and Tribals for the conservation of forests
and wildlife.
3.

Statement of Bokkapuram Settlement
The Committee visited Pokkapuram Tribal settlement. On enquiry

of four persons from Bokkapuram village namely Tvl. Piran, Periyan,
Periasamy and Basavaiya, have stated that these areas were owned by
Badugas from Sholur village.

When the Committee enquired about the

elephant movement they have stated that elephants go in a different
direction, and occasionally come to their area causing damages to their
property. All the resorts which have come up in this area have fenced all
around with solar power.

When they were requested to sign the

statement, these tribals have refused to sign.

These tribals are being

employed in the resorts. They have declined to sign in the presence of

Press and Television Media who have endorsed the statement recorded by
signing in the recorded statement.
4.

Statement of Semmanatham Settlement
The tribal people from Semmanatham village have stated that they

are living for generation in this area working as cattle graziers
subsequently cultivating the crops.

and

They have stated that elephants

move from Singara to Thengumaragada via

Moyar during Deepavali

season. Over two years, large number of resorts have come up and these
structures are obstructing the movements of elephants.
5.

Statement of Chokkanahalli Settlement
The tribal people from Chokkanahalli, on enquiry have stated that

the elephant movements occur in the regular path of Mudumlai Singara
route to Thengumaragada and return. They have stated that the elephant
has killed one Thiru Krishnan S/o.Thiru Gopan at Chokkanalli eleven days
ago.

His father was killed by elephant in Doddalingi tribal

settlement

near Pokkapuram in which he hails from. This is because the elephants
routes were blocked by resorts, lodges and encroachments.

They have

stated that only tribals get killed by the elephant because they go on
foot to various places.
6. Statement of Tmt Saroja and Chandramohan of Siriyur village
The representatives of tribal have stated that elephants move via
Mudumalai, Singara through Siriyur village (our village), Thenkumaragada
and returning during Deepavali season.

They have stated to

the

Committee Chairman that people from Masinagudi came to their village

and

informed

them

not

to

give

statements

because

the

Forest

Department will throw the people out from the Siriyur village if they
cooperate with the Forest Department and give statements.
7.

Statement of Anaikatti Settlement
While visiting this settlement by the Committee, tribals of Anaikatti

settlement have stated that they have been living in this settlement from
time immemorial by

cultivating agricultural

crops.

The elephants and

other animals used to destroy the crops. After the erection of energized
solar fencing crops have been saved. They also stated that resorts and
cottages have come up in the Vazhai thottam areas

by erecting solar

fencing across the elephant path. As a result, elephant take some other
route causing disturbance to human being.
8.

Statement of Solur Settlement
The villagers said that they were practicing agriculture in 750 acres

for few generation in Bokkapuram which falls in Sholur village.

The

agricultural crops were damaged by elephants due to the abundance of
elephants in that area. Two or three people were also killed by elephants
in those days. Therefore the people from Sholur village have sold all their
lands to people from outsiders and confined to Tea and Potato cultivation
in the Nilgiris Plateau.
The people from this village have further stated that the owners of
resorts in Pokkapuram have completely fortified their lands by solar fence.
Hence elephants are unable to negotiate their path to reach Segur

Plateau. Instead elephants sometime climb up the hills and reach Sholur
village and causing damage to crops and property.

Conclusion
All the residents of the settlements tribals and non-tribals have
unanimously stated that this vast forest tract had large population of
elephants which ranged freely undisturbed and human-elephant conflict
were minimum as humans avoided the elephant migratory paths but now
since development in the traditional elephant path ways has occurred and
barriers have been created by erection of energized solar power fence and
buildings the elephants have been disoriented as they have to negotiate
their paths through a labyrinth of barriers they have become aggressive
and there are large incidences of human-elephant conflicts and leading to
damage to property and death of humans.

Statement of Experts /Researchers/Scientists:
1) Mr.E.R.C.Davidar in his investigation report about the elephant
migration path in the Nilgiri hills and enquiring into the free movements of
the elephants he recommends for the provision of elephant corridor for
their movement and also stated that along the entire width of 1000m. at
Singara power house

the movement of elephants and other animals is

blocked by three rows of penstocks. The wild animals to go across have
to detour by coming right down to the power house level and skirt the
EB camp before they can do so. He has suggested that 600m-700 m.
corridor connecting the Kalmalai RF and

Singara RF across Masingudi-

Singara road between 3km and 4km may be set up. He suggested that

all the Mavanalla revenue forests comprising of

survey nos. 98, 107,

109, 115 and 246/1 of Masinagudi have to be converted into RF for free
movement of elephants.
2) Dr. A.J.T. John Singh, Senior scientist from Wildlife Institute of
India, Deharadun, India when he began his studies on dholes ( Cuon
alpinus ) in the Sigur Range between 1973 – 1975 the elephant habitat
between the beginning of Kallahatty road and Singara along the base of
the Glenmorgan mountains was much more intact than what it is now.
There were no tourism resorts in Vazhaithottam and Mavanahalla. There
were one or two in Masinagudi and Bokkapuram. Now too many tourism
facilities have eaten up the wildlife habitat along the base of the
Glenmorgan mountains. Revenue forests have been encroached and
converted into either agriculture lands or housing sites. This is very much
evident between Vibhoodimalai and the base of the mountains. The
habitat along the base of the mountains is crucial for the movement of
species such as elephant, gaur and tiger. It is essential that we try and
get back 500-1000m wide wildlife habitat along the foothills and convert
the revenue lands in this area into reserve forests.
3) Dr. R. Sukumar, Professor and Chairman, Indian Institute of
Science, Bangalore, has stated that there are only two viable corridors
namely, Moyar-Masinagudi and Masinagudi-Singara. The first corridor is
the most important passage for elephants.

The second one

is a 2km.

stretch including the privately owned land between Masinagudi and
Singara in Tamil Nadu. The radio-telemetry study indicated that some of

the collared group have used this passage seasonally.

He has also

indicated that to protect part of Nilgiri slopes to the south of Bokkapuram
village, only very few elephants move along this region. He has stated
that with minimum displacement of people, the movement of elephants
and gene flow between the Western Ghats and Eastern Ghats will be
ensured.
4) Dr. N. Sivaganesan, Principal Consultaant, Wildlife & Forests has
undertaken research work for over 24 years on elephant conservation
programme, biodiversity issues and community participatory programme
in nature conservation.
-

He

has

suggested

that

Singara-Chemmanatham-Mavanahalla-

Glencorin corridor connects with other parts of the forests of Segur
plateau and plays a major ecological role in conserving the biggest
land scape in South India for a variety of endangered species.
These corridors are smaller in size but they serve for protecting the
biggest land scape. These corridors are also part of Annual Home
Range of elephants and protecting the corridors could benefit the
animals to breed well and ensure proper genetic diversity between
elephant ranges.

Therefore specific viable and workable land

acquisition programme has to be framed.
-

These corridors are part of Annual Home Range of atleast one clan
of elephants of more than 50 nos. during the seasonal migration.
Density of elephants within the corridor is as high as 5 per sq.km

-

Adequate perennial water, natural salt licks and preferred browse
species such as Ficus, Acacia, Albizzia, Bauhinia, etc. through the
mechanism of ‘optimum foraging theory’ are the factors leading to
the density of elephants in this region.

-

He has also stated that elephants also could get access to principal
diet of grasses accounted for 70% from deciduous and mixed
forests while 30% need to be obtained from tropical thorn forests
where corridors such as Singara, Chemmanatham, Mavanahall,
Glencorin are located.

Hence acquiring these corridors would

benefit their survival in the long run without affecting their feeding
habits system.
-

A unique spectrum of grass species diversity are abundant in terms
of unit area in Singara corridor.
species because of its

Elephants prefer these grass

rich calcium content, very important for

lactating female elephants and helping the breeding ecology of
animals. These patches of critical corridors have to be acquired to
maintain a ‘Mosaic of vegetation’.
-

The ambient temperature in these corridors is conducive for
elephants and other sensitive species to utilize the areas well during
the dry spell period.

-

The daily activity pattern (12 hours) in corridor areas of SingaraChemmanatham-Mavanahall-Glencorin

reveals

that

browse

constitutes substantial amount more than 50% than grass to
elephant population. This is very important to supplement their diet

with fiber content in order to maintain proper digestive system for
better health condition and longevity.
Finally he has come to the conclusion that considering the above given
factors and their importance to the elephants, it is necessary to acquire
these corridors adjoining the Mudumalai Tiger Reserve within the free
ranging space to the animals for viable diversity and species richness.
5) Mr. Ajay A. Desai has worked on elephants from 1983 onwards. He
is a Member of Steering Committee of Project Elephant, Govt. of India.
He has worked largely in Nilgiris in 1983 and also worked in Sri Lanka,
Indonesia, Cambodia and Laos on elephant conservation related projects.
In respect to the need for corridor,, Segur plateau

forms crucial

link

between the Eastern Ghats and Western Ghats and thus the major part of
the

corridor

lies between

Moyar-Masinagudi, Singara-Bokkapuram-

Vazhaithotttam. There are several small corridors within this area which
are used by elephants and also by other wild animals. Elephants move in
in clans which are large animals of related elephants. There are many
clans moving

in the plateau of which he has studied three using radio

collars to track their movement. Study of clans has shown that average
home range of individual clans was 600 sq.km.

These clans have unique

seasonal home ranges and move between these seasonal ranges using
specific routes. This pattern is repeated every year. He has stated that
the movement pattern remain the same

for all the clans.

So all the

corridors are important as different animals have different fixed seasonal
ranges and fixed routes for movement between

seasonal ranges.

Seasonal movement is an integral part of the strategy for survival.
has further stated that

He

it is very important to keep distance between

human use areas and elephant habitats as human disturbance can cause
disturbance to elephants and stress them.

Disruption of corridors can

result in disruption of normal ranging behaviour

of elephant clans and

bulls. Finally he has recommended that the corridors identified by radio
collars lies between Moyar-Masinagudi, Singara-Masinagud, MasinagudiBokkapuram, Bokkapuram-Mavanahall, Masinagudi-mavanahall between
Masinagudi-Vazhaithommam.

He has cited that a distance of 500 to

1 km. width of elephant corridor will be varying depending on the
location, existence of land use and
potential, etc.

availability, disturbance/ degradation

He has also stated that there was elephant movement

between 1980-1985 in several areas where there are new resorts now.
6) Thiru R.Arumugam, Wildlife Biologist, Wildlife Trust of India has
been working in research fields for
other areas.

about 20 years in Mudumalai and

He has undertaken study between 2003-2004 with the

assistance of Dr. B.Ramkumar currently working in Wildlife Trust of India.
There are three corridors namely, Masinagudi-Singara, Masinagudi-Moyar,
Singara-Bokkapuram used by the elephants.

Among these three

corridors, he suggested that Bokkapuram corridor is used by nearly 50-70
elephants

every

year

to

migrate

from

Singara-Segur

plateau

to

Thalamalai. The major threat found in this corridor is proliferating tourist
activity.

This has forced the animals to undertake detouring along the

foot hills of Singara-Bokkapuram mountain.

He has suggested that the

width of corridor should be increased to 1 km.
7) Dr. B. Ramakrishnan, Field Officer, Wildlife Trust of India has been
working for wildlife conservation for the past 13 years in and around the
Nilgiris with reference to elephant corridors of Tamil Nadu, part of Nilgiri
Biosphere Reserve.

He has stated in his report that elephant use

corridors in search of palatable food, water, shelter, mate and other
critical ecological resources.

The palatable fresh grass available to

elephants in the vast chunk of

dry deciduous forests of Mudumalai,

Bandipur and part of Wyanad between June and September is utilized by
elephants during South West monsoon and start moving towards Segur
plateau, where palatable feed is

available from October in the form of

twigs, bark, stragglers, leaves.etc. During his observation, he has found
that two important corridors Moyar-Avarahall and Singara-BokkapuramGlencorin are viable to elephants to disperse from Dry deciduous to thorn
forests for the above said ecological needs. If these two corridors are not
preserved the survival of these elephants would be doubtful. On the other
hand, isolation of elephant population into fragmented land scape might
lead to faunal collapse due to severe feeding pressure by elephants. He
has observed in his one year study of movement pattern in elephants that
as many as

200 elephants

of different clans use these two corridors.

Finally he has suggested for acquisition of jungle resorts, private estates
for free movement of elephants.

Conclusion
The research and scientific community who have conducted research on
various aspects of elephant ecology and behaviour including its home
range and migratory paths and have stated that this landscape lying at
the tri-junction point of Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka has large
expanse of forest tract and connects the northern and north eastern
forest areas to the southern and south western forest areas. In recent
years the speed of development by construction of resorts, cultivation of
plantation crops have fragmented the habitat leading to disruption of the
traditional migratory paths of elephants during the wet and dry seasons.
They are of the unanimous opinion that if the present developmental
activity continues the habitat will not be able to provide a contiguous
habitat for elephant movement and will cause irreversible damage
consequently affecting the survival of the elephants.
The action proposed by them is maintaining the viability of the five
elephant corridors by preventing further developmental activities and to
free this habitat for the movement of the elephants.
The corridors identified by them and their locations are generally the
same however with passage of time the corridors have become linear with
reduction in width and have become more like bottlenecks causing severe
stress to animals. The elephants have to move through steep slopes
negotiating unfavorable terrain leading to enhance stress to animals.
Dr. R. Sukumar who has worked in this area however feels that the
Masinagudi-Singara corridor is shrinking and radio telemetry study by

BNHS (Baskaran, Desai & others) have indicated the usage of passage.
Also this corridor has high density of elephant dung and the elephants
after

crossing

Masinagudi-Singara

corridor

move

east

around

the

Doddalingi hill and also westwards south of Bokkapuram Village. He feels
a small population of the elephants use this passage but the findings of
Mr. Ajay A Desai, (BNHS) Mr. R. Arumugam and Dr. B. Ramakrishnan
(WTI) and Dr. N. Sivaganesan and opinion of Dr.John Singh are contrary
to this view There has been large scale conversion of natural habitat for
human use. There have also been a lot of barriers erected in this area. All
this has resulted in minimizing elephant (and other wildlife) movement
through this area. It has also minimized the area available for feeding and
for shelter. All this has happened in the 20-30 years. Movement is now
restricted to the hill slopes and the little remaining flatter areas in some
sections as claimed by Dr.R.Sukumar. In recent years there have been
the deaths of several (3) elephants which have slipped off the slopes and
died. The Radio telemetry study has revealed that two clans of elephants
have used the Singara Range and migrated to the Kalhhati slopes to the
western side south of Bokkapuram. The corridor between Masinagudi and
Singara villages have several small corridors and this is because of
intense development in and around Bokkapuram. Because of the barrier
due to construction of Resorts in Bokkapuram elephants have to negotiate
steep slopes south of Bokkapuram and construction and development in
this area still continues which if unchecked will cause severe stress to the
elephants.

Recent cases of human deaths in this corridor indicate the

high level of human-elephant conflict and if remedial measures are not
undertaken the elephants would be a grave risk. This area is witnessing of
phenomenal development of resorts and luxury houses right across the
migration path of elephants.

Statement of NGOs
1)

Thiru

A.C.Soundararajan,

Member,

Nilgiri

Wildlife

and

Environment Association, Ooty, has stated that he lives in the Nilgiris for
the past 43 years and acting as Member in the Nilgiri Wildlife &
Environment Association for 32 years, besides he is a Member in the
Tamil Nadu State Wildlife Board. He has stated that according to Madras
District

Gazetteers for Nilgiris district only Anaikatti and Masinagudi

villages

alone

Mavanallah

were

were

not

mentioned

in

mentioned,

the

Gazetteer.

which

indicates

Bokkapuram
that

or

Mavanalla,

Bokapuram, all these have come only subsequently. On the otherhand,
the elephant and other wildlife population occupied the entire area
including private forests in the Singara - Segur corridor areas. In the
early 1970s when there were no development activities several herds of
elephants were noticed moving freely in the area. From Glencairn estate
to Masinagudi village several criss-cross routes were there. Wild animals
were

using these routes to enter into the forest as no settlements or

human interferences were there.

He has finally stated that due to

increase in population and pursuing various vocations such as labourers,
cattle grazing, tourism
and more

industry (mainly resorts) elephants find it more

difficult for their movement and existence.

Space has also

shrunk enormously.

He strongly recommends that based on the

propounded theory of ‘Corridor concept’ of

Mr. E.R.C.Davidar he

advocated that the area which has been habitually used by the elephants
have to be identified and acquired.
2) Thiru S.Jeyachandran from Tamil Nadu Green Movement based at
Ooty has stated that he has been living in the Nilgiris since 1982 onwards.
He has filed 9 public interest litigation cases related to conservation. He
has stated that large numbers of elephants were passing through this
Segur plateau.
were functioning.

Further he has stated that during 1987 only 3 resorts
After 1990 several resorts have come up in different

parts of the area violating the Tamil Nadu Private Forest Act. The lands
have been purchased by the people hailing from Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, Kerala and Tamil Nadu and from Badaga community who
could not cultivate their lands because of the crop depredation by
elephants and other wild animals. In fact Badagas are the owners of the
entire Bokkapuram land area. They sold all these lands due to elephant
movement and settled in Sholur village located in the upper plateau of
Nilgiri hills.

The private resort owners prevented the movement of

elephants by fencing in a zig-zag manner and they are after disturbing
the wild animal movement and behaviour by using high voltage beam
lights, baiting of animals and setting camera traps on the tree tops and
taking tourists inside the forests. He recommends that the private land
holdings including the tourist resorts and revenue lands need to be taken

over by the forest department and large areas should be earmarked for
the elephant movement.
3) Thiru Ramesh Bellie, Secretary to Nilgiri Potato & Vegetable
Growers Association who hails from Sholur village stated that he is a
farmer in Sholur village and his forefathers owned 700 acres in
Bokkapuram area and have sold all the lands due to heavy elephant
movement. He has witnessed elephant movement during late 1970s and
1980s in Bokkapuram where his forefathers used to raise ragi and paddy.
These lands were sold away by the Badaga community to a paltry sum of
Rs.50/- and Rs.60/- per acre. He has reiterated that if the past glory of
the Nilgiris has to be restored, the right place to start is from Bokkapuram
once it was heaven for the elephants. Further, he suggested that all the
encroachments and resorts along with other developmental activities have
to be removed.

He also highlighted that elephants are now climbing up

the hill route upto Sholur village at a height of 5000feet

- 2000 feet due

to obstruction of their routes and often they are getting electrocuted.
4) Thiru N. Mohanraj, from World Wide Fund for Nature India
been working in the Nilgiri Wildlife and Environment Association
1980.

He stated that the Segur Plateau

large animals
movement

East-West only

is blocked by

has
from

facilitates the movement of

because access from North-South

cliffs and gorge.

The penstocks

laid for

Singara Power house is a major block for any movement of animals along
the

slope.

Similarly, the reservoir of

Maravakandy and the

channel also block the movement of animals.

flume

Rapid developments in

Bokkapuram in the form of tourist resorts, houses and other human
habitation followed by illegal tourism by using 200 to 300 jeeps and many
other private vehicles between Bokkapuram-Masinagudi area has resulted
in obstruction of the movement of elephants and other animals and as a
result the elephants are negotiating to reach the path by going through
the hills and slopes.

Therefore, he suggested that plain lands should be

made available for the herds coming to move in a width of 1000m. and
acquiring the essential flat lands that block the movement of elephants.
5) Thiru Senani & Thru Krupakar residing at Mysore are wildlife film
makers and worked all over South India.

They have stated they have

been visiting the areas especially Bokkapuram since 1984. There was
very little development in the 1980s.

Very difficult to differentiate

between Government and private forests then. It was all covered with
forests. At that time human pressure was very less and very few fencing
around houses in Bokkapuram. Now, there is so much human activity and
fencing by outside settlers. There is hardly any corridor for elephants or
for free movement of animals.

Almost all the areas are occupied for

development activities and fencing has been done everywhere thus
forcing the elephant movement into very narrow path causing funneling
effect resulting in increase in human elephant conflicts.

The recent

settlers have little knowledge of wildlife and its requirements.

The

development they bring in and their inter dependence of higher resources
for example, fuel wood for bon-fires, excess use of ground water,
collection of rocks and woods for de curative purpose resulted in

degradation of habitat.

Therefore they felt that corridor should be

restored to what they were prior to the developments that have taken
place in the early 1980s.

Conclusion
The NGOs who are actively pursuing the cause of conservation of the
fragile and sensitive habitat in the Nilgiris feel if that the pace of
development in the Segur Plateau has fragmented the elephant habitat
and barriers across the migratory path of the elephant has caused
tremendous changes in the elephant behavior. They have observed that
in the 1970s there was vast undisturbed forest track and elephant could
range freely without any hindrance. The rapid development has caused
severe stress to the animals and destroyed its habits making elephants to
wander across new areas and increasing human-animal conflicts. They
have also suggested to acquire all private resorts / Revenue lands /
Reserve lands.

Statement from Forest Officials
1) Dr.S.John Joseph, IFS, formerly Principal Chief Conservator of
Forests of Tamil Nadu Forest Department and presently working as
Chairman,

Society for Social Forestry Research & Development, Tamil

Nadu has stated in his report that he has worked for 13 ½ years in the
Nilgiris under various capacities as Bamboo Resource Survey Officer,
Wildlife Preservation Officer of

Mudumalai Wildlife

Sanctuary and as

District Forest Officer of the Composite Nilgiris district and Wildlife
Warden, Mudumalai wildlife sanctuary. He has stated that during 1959-

64, Gudalur-Mudumalai, Singara-Moyar areas covered with dense forests
interspersed with bamboo forests comprising of two bamboo species.
This was undisturbed habitat for elephants with contiguous forest tracts.
The status of forests was either Reserved Forests under the control of
Forest Department or Nilambur Kovilagam forests and revenue forests
skirted by private tea and coffee estates. The human population in the
small settlements of Singara, Bokkapuram, Masinagudi Mavanallah and
Moyar was very low and did not cause any disturbance to the elephant
movement.

There were no tourist resorts in the Bokkapuram-Singara

areas obstructing the movement of elephants in the early 1970s and
1980s.

Elephants were found to move freely.

The unprecedented

developments taken up by the Government and other private holdings
without understanding the ecological behaviour of elephants created
enormous disturbance due to a large influx of human population in the
area.

This resulted in the movement of elephants being restricted

through small patches of forests termed as ‘corridors’ for movement of
elephants.

Due to the restriction of forest areas in the Singara-Moyar-

Kallatty slope, the chances of encounter of these elephants with human
population has greatly increased leading to severe man-animal conflict
and recommended that steps have to be taken to mitigate the problem of
large human settlements in the migratory path of elephants.
2) Thiru S.Sankaramoorthy formerly of Indian Forest Service who
has served in the Nilgiris for several years in different capacities has
conducted a study on the Acquisition

/Transfer of sensitive areas for

Restoring /Maintaining the sanctity of the Moyar valley Elephant corridor
has stated that the estates falling under the Elephant corridor area viz.,
Singara, Leighwood, Northern Hay estates, Glencarin and the revenue
land may be acquired. He also refer to the Bhoodan land lying to the east
of Glencarin estate while may be notified as forest under TNPPF Act. The
revenue land along the Sigurpallam stream between Glencarin and vazhai
thottam and vazhaithottam and chemmanatham may be demarcated and
the belt may be reclaimed / retained as forest
The private forest in Westburry and Karuveppilai estate may be
demarcated and acquired.

The grazing of cattle and collection of non-

timber forest produce he regulated and gradually reduced.

3) Thiru N.Mustafa, S/O.Nazeer Ali

he was working in Masinagudi

Special duty Forster in 1981 Mudumalai sanctuary.

At that time there

was no difference between the Government Forest and Private Forest.
Again during 1984 of was working in the same post.

At that time

encroachments in revenue land was noticed and prevented by me. Again
during 1988 I was working as Forester in sandalwood mobile petrol party.
There was river sand theft was noticed due to construction activities in
this area.

After my promotion as Forest Ranger now I am working as

Forest Ranger, Flying Squad, Nilgiris North Division. Now I notice lot of
solar fencing around monarch resorts and a case was booked against the
Bear mountain resort for the supply of direct current in their fence. Due

to establishment of resorts in this area, movements of elephants have
been obstructed in this area.
4) Thiru. V.Selvam, S/o. Velayutham, Forester, when I have worked as
Forest Guard during 1989-90 there was no such Resorts as prevails now
and there was less tourist inflow. In around Masinagudi and in Singara
there are lot of tourist resorts established by people from other states.
Also during his tenure there was great nuisance from the tourists who
always go by jeep deep inside forests and give lot of disturbance by using
heavy beam torchlights.
staff are insufficient.

He used to take necessary action eventhough
New elephants are frequently changing their

migratory path and used to go to Sinthi-Vijay School and always there will
be human-animal conflict. All these because tourists stay in the resorts
on festive occasions and other occasions. The resort people used to play
music in high volume and use crackers. Last year we detected an
elephant poaching case and booked the accused under Goondas Act.
Finally he stated that due to vast expansion of building, resorts and huge
tourist inflow leads to disturbance of elephant corridor and damage.
5) Thiru. P.Chinnasamy, Forest Guard, I have worked as Forest Guard
from 1988 to 2000 in Singara Beat.

When I worked in this area there

were very few resorts. But now lots of resorts have come up and some of
them erected solar fencing and obstructing the elephant corridor. Further
these resorts owners putting salt and jackfruits etc., to lure the wild
animals to their premises to show them in close quarter to the Guest

Tourists. Further the lot of resort owners erected solar fencing and using
vehicles in this area. Now bamboos are found less in t
his area.

The wild animals could not move freely due to obstructions

caused.

Conclusion
The forest officials who have served in this area from 1960s onwards have
witnessed irreversible ecological changes in this forest tract and they have
stated that the main cause is unregulated development which commenced
by establishment of hydro-electric projects and then the establishment of
resorts which brought in large influx of people as workers in this resorts
and also caused fragmentation and shrinkage of habitats. They have seen
the increase in cases relating to violation of wildlife and forest act. They
have proposed acquisition of land and stopping of development activities
in the elephant corridors. Further they have stated that the estates falling
under the Elephant corridor area viz., Singara, Leigh wood, Northern Hay
estates, Glencarin and the revenue lands may be acquired by the forest
department.

Committees' conclusion
1. The northern slopes of the Nilgiri Plateau in Kallahati Slopes RF and
Singara RF are steep and elephant find it difficult to negotiate such
slopes. We have seen several accident in the Nilgiris where
elephants have been killed by slopes.

Elephants may use such

areas because they are forced to use them but these cannot be
considered as normal slopes supporting elephants.

Steep stream

beds and rocky stream bed making crossing at the higher altitudes

difficult and dangerous especially for elephant families with calves.
This forces them to move up and down close to human beings in
order to find better crossing points.

So parallel movement along

the slopes is very difficult and dangerous for elephants. Therefore a
boundary limiting the altitude which can said to be normally usable
and safe for elephants has been identified along the slopes.
2. Any human use beyond viable corridor level that can have an
adverse or stressful impact on elephants and their movement now
or in the future should also be included in the corridor or managed
in a manner that is not disturbing to wildlife or violating any laws.
3. For determining minimum width of the corridor, the following
criteria have been considered:a) The corridor has to function as a long-term corridor for
forage,

movement

and

exchange

of

gene

between

populations.
b) Human impacts and disturbance are found to range well
beyond the village boundaries therefore the corridor will have
to have a buffer area so as to isolate at least a part of it from
degradation due to human pressures and disturbances.
c) These corridors will also have to facilitate the movement and
use of habitat by other more sensitive species such as tigers,
sloth bears, gaur, etc. so the corridor has to take into account
for other species.
d) Attention

to

critical

micro-habitats

and

perennial/semi-

perennial streams that give water, shelter and food for
elephants in these areas considered as corridors and also as
foraging areas would need to be taken into account. This is a
water deficient area in most parts because it is very dry so
securing water sources where access is free, safe and
undisturbed for elephants throughout the day is important for

inclusion in the corridor.

So that elephants can move and

feed freely hen using these corridors.

This is also very

important for other sensitive wildlife.
Taking the above factors into consideration a minimum width of
1km for each corridor is required for the movement and long-run survival
of elephants and other free ranging species in this landscape.
The Committee identified 5 corridors in this area after detailed
study of the research reports, views expressed by the tribals, people from
Sholur village, opinion given by the NGOs and Retired and serving forest
officials are furnished in the maps.

Future strategies for conservation of corridors
Short term Strategies:
1) Demarcation of the lands that are falling in elephant corridors
should be carried out with Survey Nos. and all other details.
2) All Revenue lands within the elephant corridor area should be
handed over to the forest department. Details are furnished in the
Annexure “C”. The existing human dwelling places in the revenue
lands around town area of Masinagudi village and Mavanahallah and
vazhathottam villages will not be disturbed.
3) The Legal status of private land in Elephant corridor area, as on
date should be maintained and there should not be transfer of title /
sale / grant of any fresh rights, etc in the Elephant corridor area by
way of registration or otherwise.
4) All development activities in the survey numbers mentioned in the
elephant corridors areas should be stopped forthwith.

5) All

development

activities

in

the

private/patta

land

for

establishment of resorts, cultivation of crops, clearing & felling of
trees and small scale cottage industry which are carried out in
contravention of the relevant Acts and Rules in force should be
stopped and the revenue administration should examine the extent
and nature of violation and take effective action for restoration of
the original status of land. However this ban of raising agriculture
crops is not applicable to tribals and Adikannadikas living in the
elephant corridor area. They will be allowed to cultivate agricultural
crops as were done by them earlier.

The details of resorts

constructed are furnished in Annexure “D”.
6) Eco-tourism can be permitted under the guidance of National Tiger
Conservation Authority (NTCA) Ministry of Environment & Forests,
Government of India and with the approval of the Forest officer not
below

the

Rank

of District

Forests

Officer

having

territorial

jurisdiction over the area.
7) All barriers including energized solar fencing erected, across the
migratory path way of elephants by the resort owners for the
purpose of fencing in the private / patta lands should be removed
and free movement of animals and elephants should be ensured for
elephant corridor areas.
furnished in Annexure “D”.

The details of solar fences erected is

8) The disturbance caused to wild animals by use of flood lights and
high voltage beam search lights, using fire crackers, baits in
corridor areas should be stopped.
9) The development of artificial water bodies, saltlicks, providing
forage and animal baits within resorts for attracting wild animals to
entertain visitors in the resorts and in any area in the elephant
corridors should be stopped.
10)

Opening of any school, college or any small scale industries or

any commercial activity in the elephant corridor area should be
banned.
11)

New road construction which will further fragment the

habitats and pave way to create corridors all along the singara –
sigur – moyate valley corridors should not be promoted.
12)

No new electricity connection, water connection shall be given

without specific approval of the District committee constituted under
the provisions of Tamil Nadu Preservation of Private Forest Act,
1949.
13)

No power and water connection shall be given to houses built

by encroachers in the Revenue / Forest lands in the Corridor area.
14)

The power and water connection given to encroachers in the

elephant corridor area should be disconnected by the concerned
authorities.

15)

Grazing of livestock, collection of Non-timber forest produce,

restricted in corridor areas during the dry season when resources
are scare to wild herbivores.
16)

The seven strategies mentioned in item no.9, 10, 11, 12, 13,

14 and 15 above are not applicable to the Scheduled Tribes living in
the Tribal settlement areas.
17)

Conservation Education programme may be organized often

for various stakeholders: (local communities, school children, line
department agencies) regarding the importance of maintenance of
animal corridors and the importance of wildlife and their habitat
conservation programme.
18)

Suitable,

viable,

alternate,

livelihood

schemes

may

be

promoted for the traditional firewood remover, graziers and Nontimber forest produce collectors, to wean away the people’s
dependence on corridors. Various line agencies may be coordinated
to bring in a viable incentive schemes for the forest dependent
stakeholders.
19)

Eco Development Committee to be formed for tribal and other

communities for protecting corridors with the participation of local
communities for developing their livelihood in a sustainable manner.
It is possible to protect the corridors, through People’s Participatory
Approach and such a mechanism could evolve a strong and mutual
understanding among forest authorities, local communities and
other government agencies in achieving the goals.

20)

All house holders (other than the Scheduled Tribes) hotels,

schools, other institutions, commercial or non-commercial shall use
only LPG for their fuel consumption.

Use of any kind of wood for

fuel consumption shall be banned in the elephant corridor area, as
already degradation has setin, due to human and cattle pressure in
the Mudumalai Tiger Reserve and elephant corridor area.
21)

The District Authorities should ban vehicle traffic in corridor

high way areas after 9 PM to morning 9 AM to ensure free
movement of animals between forest areas.
22)

Periodic testing of domestic livestock droppings from corridors

to be carried out by the Veterinary Unit to prevent spread of
epidemic in corridor sites of importance. In many occasions,
animals die with unknown disease in this reserve.

Besides

periodical immunization for all live stock should be carried out by
Animal Husbandry Department.
23)

Perennial water resources may be improved within the

corridor areas for passage species (tigers, elephants, leopard) Avian
and reptile population by appropriate projects and schemes.
24)

Preventive measures such as speed barriers in animal

crossing areas with speed limit and ban to use horns may be
enforced strictly in the elephant corridor areas (Moyar-Masinagudi
Road: Masingudi-Singara Road:Masinagudi-Sirur, Ooty-Masinagudi
via Kallahatti road). Co-ordination with Transport Department
(Gudalur and Ooty).

25)

Development activities along with the flume channel between

Maravakandy dam and Moyar village should not be allowed by Tamil
Nadu Electricity Board. Widening the canal, construction of cement
embankment and deepening of flume channel will affect elephant
movement through this migratory route.
26)

The buildings, quarters and other infrastructures built by

Tamil Nadu Electricity Board, which are not required for the
production and management of electricity in the area shall be
dismantled and the area shall be restored to the original natural
status for free movement of elephant and other animals.
27)

The staff members of Electricity Board, who are not concerned

directly with the activities of production of power, in the elephant
corridor area shall be relocated to other area.
28)

The staff of Tamil Nadu Electricity Board residing the Elephant

corridor area shall not grow any domestic animal including cattle’s,
which is causing degradation of the forest area.
29)

The labours and contractors, who have been engaged for

construction in the project of pushup and living unauthorisedly in
the area leased out to Tamil Nadu Electricity Board, shall be evicted
by the Tamil Nadu Electricity Board and area handed over to Forest
Department.

Long term conservation Measures - Corridor Management.
1. Acquiring the private Land including the Estate land falling in the
corridor for maintaining contiguity of the elephant habitat. Details
are furnished in the Annexure “B”.
2. The surplus lands under the control of Tamil Nadu Electricity Board
are returned to the Forest Department along with vacant buildings
as the status of the leased land is still Reserved Forests.
3. All the Revenue land to be transferred to the Forest Department
shall be notified as Reserved Forests under the provision of Tamil
Nadu Forest Act, 1882.

Details of survey no. are furnished in

Annexure “C”.
4. All the private land and estate land shall also be notified as
Reserved Forests, as soon as such areas are acquired by the
Government. Details are furnished in the Annexure “B”
5.

Master Plan for the Masinagudi Township should be prepared
by the Town & Country planning Department in order to conserve
the nature resources and prevent unplanned development.

6.

Forestry and Land use plan at Landscape level should be
prepared

for

optimal

resource

Management

by

the

Forest

Department covering the entire Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve. A
separate Corridor Management Cell to be formulated

with

Collector of Nilgiris, the District Forest Officers of Nilgiris, Assistant
Director, MTR along with line departments of the District including
research personnel to protect the corridors from various human

induced pressures under the Chairmanship of Collector of Nilgiris.
This committee should periodically meet and decide various
management packages to conserve the corridor in the long run for
an effective dispersal of elephants, tigers and other endangered
mammals

including

small

mammals,

reptiles

and

bird

communities.
Research studies on the ecology, behavior of elephant, restoring the
habitat study on wildlife ecology and biology in the corridor area.

The above report prepared by the expert committee on elephant corridor,
in compliance of the orders of the Honorable High Court dated 4.11.2009
in WP. No. 10098/2008 and 2762 and 2839 of 2009, may be accepted.

R. Sundararaju, I.F.S.,
Chairman of the experts committee
Principal Chief Conservator of Forests &
Chief Wildlife Warden, Chennai.
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APPENDIX:
Appendix
No.
1

Description
Experts’

Page No

Reports submitted to the Chairman of

the Elephant Corridor Committee.
2

Map showing the location of critical corridors
along with details of proposed
purchase/acquire areas in Sigur Plateau adjoining
Mudumalai Tiger

3

Stake

holders’

Reserve.
views

on

land

acquiring

processes.
4

Published Scientific Reports (Conclusions ) by
Experts.

5

List of endangered species in corridor areas.

